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In this Guide, Dean breaks down EXACTLY what it takes to be a SUCCESSFUL ice hockey official.

Did you know that the average Ice Hockey Referee makes at least $30 A GAME?That most games

only last an hour?Do you make $30 AN HOUR?If you love Ice Hockey (or just easy money) buy a

copy of Dean's guide. Dean walks you through a game, so you know what to expect.He even gives

you a call script for talking to game schedulers.His recommendations for equipment leave no stone

unturned.Included with this guide are funny stories and tips that will start you off successfully,

getting paid to skate.Do you want to learn how to make money from the sport you love?Buy a copy

of Getting PAID to Skate: A Guidebook to Becoming an Ice Hockey Referee, NOW!Dean Ferraro

has been an amateur on-ice official for over 15 years. He has officiated many different levels from

mini-mites to minor pro.
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As a hockey Referee and Instructor for the last 25 years I was appalled by all the bad or just plain

wrong information in this book. I was hoping there would be more of the realities of the business in

here not just some fantasy land ideas from someone who obviously looks at the job of referee as

just a way to make money. The reality is that the Hockey Referee is an educator first, and even



though the pay can be good in some areas of the country, that is not the case for most amateur

hockey in the USA or Canada. In most areas the pay is bad , the hours are long and the fans and

coaches suck!!! For most referees, after you pay for your food and gas and time on the road, you

are lucky to break even or maybe have enough for a new piece of equipment. After years of trying to

climb the ladder, most refs don't have the skill and connections to get to the leagues were you can

really say that you are making good money as a hockey official. For most people, the reason for

becoming a referee is simple. Its not for the money, Its for the love of the game! After reading this

book, I think it should have been titled " How not to think about the officiating business". What the

author tells you about making money is exactly the opposite of what the "experts" will tell you.Dont

waste your time or money with this book. If you are new to the Referee world this book will give you

some very "WRONG" ideas of how the very small world of officiating works.
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